
The Game 
 

the wind is a jabbing flyweight. 

the languid trout tail of the dying 

sun churls the leaves the tortured 

snapping of the drought leaves 

and the low clouds indolent as punching bags 

there is the faint crimp of smoke 

that sinister reliquary tang on dancing pockets of air 

hot then cold like the squares on a chess board 

on which we are all sat waiting 

 

 

  



Hall of Mirrors 

 

stopped at one end 

a young footman sporting the King’s livery 

 

the huge salver bristling with  

the burden of King’s egg and coffee 

 

and some papers to be signed 

scrolled in scarlet ribbon bright as camp fires 

 

at the other end of the long hall 

a thousand mirrors carved with faint initials 

 

the same liveried boy 

just a hair’s breadth younger 

 

the morning light dancing in fractions 

ever-diminishing down to that large forbidding door 

 

the King’s breakfast  

resplendent down all those iterations 

 

a single egg tottering in its cup  



Dresden 

 

I once worked as a night porter 

in a doll museum 

 

I was older then 

and went by a different name 

 

china dolls with china blue eyes 

that followed my torch light like fish on a fly 

 

some on the highest shelves 

were worth more than my entire year’s salary 

 

they would look down from their glass casements 

either angry or vaguely bemused 

 

we could jump and ruin your life 

they seemed to be saying 

 

I would shine my torch in their porcelain faces 

daring them to blink 

 

they were so angry 

their porcelain skin took on 

 

a slight orange tinge in the torchlight 

as though willing themselves on fire 

 

each doll had a little card 

that told their story 



many of these stories 

invoked memories of wars 

 

of streets of endless rubble 

and the tiny miracle 

 

of those cold unblinking eyes 

staring up through the corpses 

 

the first dustings of snow 

  



Pillars 

 

all this dust! 

dust ghosts in the machine 

clogging up the filters gumming up the gears 

dust lodged in the throat like a pent up scream 

dust of the unspeakable 

dust that bricks up the horizon 

dust like fingerprints on the glassy ocean 

dust raised by the lost tribes 

dust of the lowing cattle 

dust of the searching of the grappling with mirages 

dust of the endless disappointment 

dust of the forgetting that sleeps inside a camera 

dust of how soon how long how much 

fairy dust and fall out dust 

dust when it settles and dust when it rises 

dust in the apology and dust in the pledge 

dust on the sea lanes and the bridging loans 

dust rising like pillars on the foreclosed farms 

 


